Some ice nucleation characteristics of Asian and Saharan desert dust
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Abstract

The large (7 m × 4 m cylinder) AIDA (Aerosol Interactions and Dynamics in the Atmosphere) cloud chamber facility at Forschungszentrum, Karlsruhe, Germany was used to test the ice nucleating ability of two desert dust samples from the Sahara and Asia. At temperatures warmer than −40°C droplets were formed before ice crystals formed, there was no deposition nucleation observed. At temperatures colder than −40°C both dust samples exhibited dual nucleation events that were observed during the same expansion experiment. The primary nucleation event occurred at ice saturation ratios of 1.1 to 1.3 and is likely to be a deposition nucleation mode. The secondary nucleation event occurred at ice saturation ratios between 1.35 and 1.5. It is unclear whether this ice nucleation event is via a further deposition mode or a condensation mode. The activated fractions of desert dust ranged from ~5–10% at −20°C to 20–40% at temperatures colder than −40°C. There was no obvious difference between the nucleation behaviour of the two dust samples.

1 Introduction

The role of desert dust in ice nucleation has recently been characterized in the Caribbean during the CRYSTAL-FACE (Cirrus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers – Florida Area Cirrus Experiment) campaign when Saharan dust advected across the Atlantic into the field area (Sassen et al., 2003; DeMott et al., 2003; Cziczo et al., 2004). Desert dust is known to act as good deposition nuclei (e.g. Isono, 1953; Roberts and Hallett, 1968) but other nucleating properties associated with desert dust are not well characterized. If desertification continues to increase then the role of dust on ice microphysics will gain in importance and will need to be explicitly accounted for in weather and climate models. As computer models become more sophisticated they will include global sources and sinks of different aerosol species and will therefore be able to investigate the effects and importance of deposition ice nucleation on large
DeMott et al. (2003) reported on ice nuclei measurements in a Saharan dust plume observed during the CRYSTAL-FACE experiment (Jensen et al., 2004). They found that at -36.5°C and a supersaturation with respect to ice of 23% they observed ~1 cm⁻³ ice nuclei concentrations. These conditions are below water saturation so these observations represent the concentration of deposition nuclei. Coincident aerosol concentrations for sizes greater than 0.5 µm were ~10 cm⁻³. It is likely that the concentrations were higher, but even assuming background aerosol concentrations of 10 cm⁻³ gives an upper limit for ice nucleation efficiency of 0.1. During the same campaign Sassen et al. (2003) presented evidence suggesting that altocumulus clouds (-5 to -8°C) were being glaciated through interaction with the Saharan dust and Cziczo et al. (2004) showed that mineral dust was the dominant residue during the event found after in-situ ice particles were captured and evaporated. Analysis of CVI residuals (Targino et al., 2005) from the INTACC experiment (Field et al., 2001) showed that mineral dust is more prevalent in the cases where heterogeneous ice nucleation was observed to be active.

Recently, Zuberi et al. (2002) looked at the formation of ice on aqueous droplets ((NH₄)₂SO₄·H₂O, 10–50 µm in size) containing dust particles. They found that for significant mass fractions of dust (>27%) that the droplets froze at much lower saturations than would be expected for homogeneous freezing of a droplet without any dust inclusion. Similarly, Hung et al. (2003) showed that mineral dust inclusions increased the temperature at which ice nucleation occurs.

Previous laboratory work on the ice nucleating ability of kaolinite has been carried out by Roberts and Hallett (1968). They found that for freshly prepared samples that supersaturations with respect to ice of 20% at temperatures colder than -18°C were required for the kaolinite to act as an ice nuclei. Following the formation of ice they raised the temperature slightly to drive off the ice and repeated the experiment. They found that kaolinite particles that had previously formed ice crystals now activated at 10% supersaturation with respect to ice.

These results suggest that the role of desert dust in the evolution of clouds and precipitation may be important and provided motivation for the present study reported here and in a companion paper (Möhler et al., 2005). In this paper we report on a series of laboratory experiments carried out at the AIDA cloud and aerosol chamber facility in which two desert dust samples were tested under realistic atmospheric conditions and in relatively large numbers. In Sect. 2 the basic experimental procedure is outlined. In Sect. 3 the dust samples are described. In Sect. 4 the instrumentation used is described. Section 5 is a presentation of the results and Sects. 6 and 7, respectively, contain the discussion and conclusions.

2 Experimental procedure

The cylindrical AIDA aerosol vessel is 7m high and 4m in diameter. The aerosol vessel is located within a larger chamber that acts as a thermal buffer and provides control of the initial temperature within the aerosol vessel. A fan within the aerosol vessel ensures well mixed conditions with sample temperatures within the volume agreeing to ±0.3 K.

Ice nucleation experiments are started just below ice saturation inside the aerosol chamber. This is achieved by cooling the chamber to 273 K, evacuating the vessel to 0.01 mb, flushing twice with synthetic air, adding water vapour and filling the vessel to atmospheric pressure with synthetic air. Finally, the vessel is cooled to the starting temperature of the experiment.

To simulate the adiabatic cooling of rising air parcels the pressure within the chamber is reduced with a rate controllable mechanical pump from 1000 hPa to 800 hPa over typical pumping periods of 5 min. Mean cooling rates (close to the time of nucleation) for the experiments presented here were typically 1–2 K min⁻¹ that is equivalent to ascent speeds of 1–3 m s⁻¹. The cooling in the aerosol vessel is not purely adiabatic: the aerosol vessel wall temperatures remain approximately constant throughout the expansion and as a consequence there is a heat flux from the vessel wall into the
chamber. Similarly, during the cooling the vapour pressure above the ice on the wall is greater than the vapour pressure in the chamber and a vapour flux into the chamber also occurs.

Before the candidate aerosol is added to the chamber a control run is made with the background conditions in the chamber. Once complete the candidate aerosol is added and then characterized with standard aerosol sampling instrumentation. Several expansions are carried out on the same candidate aerosol sample at different pump speeds (cooling rates) throughout the course of a day. Typically, during each series of 3 or 4 expansions, the first expansion was done at a higher cooling rate than the subsequent expansions. More details about the AIDA chamber and the experimental procedures can be found in Möhler et al. (2003, 2005).

3 Dust samples

Two surface samples of desert dust obtained from Asia (AD1) and the Sahara (SD2) were used. X-ray fluorescence analysis indicated that the Asian and Saharan dust samples were rich in silicon and calcium oxides, respectively. Möhler et al. (2005) gives more information concerning the results of X-ray analysis and aerosol distributions. The samples were dry re-dispersed producing aerosol distributions with a size range between 0.1 and 2 µm with mode diameters between 0.3 and 0.5 µm. Prior to the experiment the samples were stored in clean conditions and did not undergo any heating or crushing.

4 Instrumentation

The AIDA chamber is populated with many instruments (see Möhler et al., 2003, 2005), but we will briefly describe only the instrumentation referred to in this paper.

The temperature of the gas and wall of the chamber is measured at multiple locations with platinum resistance thermometers and thermocouples. These values are combined and an average gas temperature accurate to ±0.3 K is computed. Pressure is measured with high precision Baratron sensors (MKS, Munich). An in situ multi-reflection path tunable diode laser absorption spectrometer directly measures the water vapour concentration in the chamber volume. The TDL water vapour concentration is scaled to match a cryogenically cooled mirror hygrometer (LX373, MBW, Switzerland) that is accurate to better than ±0.1 K during the expansion phase before any condensate appears. The estimated error in the TDL water vapour concentration is ±5%. This device is located two thirds of the way up the chamber. The sample air for the humidity sensors is obtained through a 8 mm diameter inlet heated to 30°C located near the top of the chamber. Once particles are produced they will be ingested and evaporated as they enter the humidity measurement system. This effect results in the humidity measurement containing some contribution from the condensed water content. As the particles grow larger their collection efficiency by the humidity system decreases and the contribution from particles is difficult to quantify. Hence when condensed water contents are high the total water measurement can become unreliable. Combining the uncertainties in the temperature and water vapour concentration provides an estimate of the uncertainty in the 1-s humidity measurement of ±6% for the temperature and humidity range considered here.

Particles are detected and measured with the Small Ice Detector (SID) and Cloud Particle Imager (CPI: Stratton Park Engineering Company, SPEC Inc). These two probes were primarily designed to sample particles from aircraft, but can be used in the laboratory. Aerosol particles in the size range 0.01 to 10 µm are measured with a combination of a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS, TSI), an aerodynamic particle spectrometer (APS, TSI) and a CPC3010 (TSI) optical particle counter. In some cases the aerosol data was not available and so we made use of the Welas probe (Palas Aerosol Technology, Germany).

The hypothesis that liquid droplets are spherical and ice crystals are not spherical is the basis of the phase determination method used by the SID probe. The SID is a laser scattering device that can count and size spherical particles between 1 and 35 µm
(diameter) and count non-spherical particles. The probe uses six detectors arranged azimuthally at a forward scattering angle of 30°, with a seventh detector mounted at the forward scattering angle. One of the six 30° detectors has an iris fitted to allow it to define a 400×800 µm ellipse on the scattering laser. When light was detected by this detector and one other detector, a particle was known to be in the sample volume and the detector responses were recorded. By comparing the responses of the azimuthally arranged detectors an “asphericity factor” \( Af \) could be obtained for each particle measured that ranges from 0 for spherical particles to 100 for very non-spherical particles (see Hirst et al., 2001, for more details). The five 30° detectors that were not stopped down with the iris were used to compute \( Af \) using:

\[
Af = k \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{5} \left( \frac{<E_i>}{<E>} \right)^2},
\]

where \( k \) is a constant (≈22.361) set to place \( Af \) in the range 0–100, \( E_i \) are the detector values and \( <E> \) is the mean of \( E_i \). In practice, noise and differences between the detectors mean that the spherical droplets that should give \( Af = 0 \) will in general produce non-zero values. Single particles must therefore be differentiated from ice by using a threshold value for the asphericity. Using a threshold can lead to some non-spherical particles being classed as spherical and vice-versa (see Field et al., 2004). The SID probe sampled from the chamber with a flow speed of \( \sim 5 \) m s\(^{-1}\) (\( \sim 1 \) cm\(^3\) sampled per second). This flow speed is very different from aircraft speeds so the instrument used different calibration constants for sizing. Particle sizing from this instrument assumes that the particle is spherical. Therefore, non-spherical particles will be incorrectly sized, but this “spherical size” can still be used qualitatively to assess if ice particles are growing.

The CPI is a 2-D imaging probe designed to take high resolution images of cloud ice crystals and large droplets. It has two particle detection lasers which intercept at the probe’s sample area (located within the probe’s air sampling tube at the focal plane of an objective lens; the images are magnified using a galilean telescope arrangement)

and fall onto a photomultiplier dump spot. Once particles are detected with the particle detection lasers/photomultipliers a high power, 20 ns pulsed laser is armed which is directed through the sample area, falling onto a charge coupled device (CCD) camera, which consequently images the shadow of the particle. Since the distance of the particle from the object plane is comparable to the size of the particle, the images are well described by the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction theory, which is the basis for the correction of probe sample volume and particle size. The CPI is able to sample particles within the size range of approximately 10 to 2000 microns. Sampling efficiency decreases as particle size decreases from 20 microns as a threshold shadow depth is required for detection. The depth of field of the particle is constrained so that the images are not in poor focus. The limitations of the probe are discussed in Connolly et al. (2005). Image processing techniques are applied to the particle images, so that particles can be sized, and classified into droplets, or numerous ice particle habits. When particle size increases above 400 µm, the sampling efficiency drops off gradually due to the fact that the overlapping cross section of particles with the sample area decreases.

The Welas particle probe uses white light scattering collected at 90±12° scattering angle from a sample volume defined by an apertured light source to measure particles in the size range 0.8 to 46 µm (for water droplets). The flow speed used for this instrument was 5 l min\(^{-1}\).

5 Results

5.1 Time series

We present four time series to demonstrate the ice nucleation behavior of the dust samples at different temperatures. Three examples result from using the Asian dust sample and one from the Saharan dust sample. The features of the ice nucleation that we will highlight using either the Asian or Saharan sample are seen for both of these
The onset of ice nucleation. The CPI concentration in panel (d) supports the suggestion that the using the 
fraction activated nominally exceeds 0.5% and 8%. Ice concentrations were determined by the SID concentration of non-spherical particles (Af > 12). Because the determination of particle sphericity can lead some particles to be classified as spherical, the concentration of ice crystals using this criteria will be underestimated. By comparing the activated fraction derived from using shape and size towards the end of each experiment when the humidity is below water saturation but saturated with respect to ice and by intercomparison with other optical particle counters we find that the using the Af > 12 criteria the activated fraction is underestimated by a factor of 1.6 compared to the fraction greater than 3 μm. Consequently we have multiplied the Af > 12 activated fraction by 1.4 and this is shown in panel (f). We also note here that there may be some time delay between ice particles nucleating and their subsequent detection with SID. Möhler et al. (2005) have attempted to estimate this delay by invoking a simple growth model. Such an approach is more difficult to apply when we are considering the shape as well as the size of the particles and may not be necessary at the relatively warm temperatures considered here: Möhler et al. (2005) estimate a delay of 4 s for the growth to ~1 μm at ~50°C, the coldest temperatures presented in this paper. Nevertheless, this difference in approach to estimating the onset of nucleation leads to slight differences in conditions at which the nucleation is observed, but still within the estimated experimental errors. Various parameters relating to the ice nucleation events are given in Table 1. Example CPI imagery from these experiments can be seen in Fig. 5.

Figure 1 shows one example from the coldest series of ice nucleation events sampled with the SID probe. Run 29 (AD1) starts at ~51°C and is cooled to ~57°C over ~400 s. Around 0s the background aerosol that can be detected by SID can be seen in panel (e). This aerosol generally has a “spherical size” < 3 μm for all of the experiments and we use this as a threshold size between activated particles and aerosol. At 50 s panel (e) shows a rapid increase in the size of particles, panel (d) indicates increases in SID concentrations and panel (c) shows the abrupt appearance of particles with Af values greater than 12. At 250 s there is another burst of ice particle production visible in panel (e) as a second branch of increasing SID particle size. This is accompanied by a step increase in SID concentrations shown in panel (d). The particle concentrations then remain fairly constant until the humidity falls below ice saturation. The two ice nucleation events occur at supersaturation with respect to ice of 10% and 50% and activate ~5% and ~30% of the aerosol, respectively. CPI imagery for this experiment in Fig. 5 shows rosette-like habits.

Figure 2 is for run 24 (AD1) which began at ~36°C and cooled to ~44°C after 270 s. As in the previous case it is possible to discern two ice nucleation events. One occurs at 70 s marked by the growth of a few ice particles in panel (e) and then a more obvious second event at 150 s that is close to water saturation ( ~95%). Variability of the humidity and temperature fields within the chamber could result in regions at water saturation. If so, then any droplets produced were either not sampled by the SID or smaller than ~3 μm in diameter. This figure exemplifies the difficulties in determining the onset of ice nucleation. The CPI concentration in panel (d) supports the sugges-
tion that there is a nucleation event before the one at 150 s, identified by the growth of particles measured by SID. As in the previous example the activated fraction of aerosol from the primary and secondary nucleation events is \(~5\%\) and \(~30\%\). CPI imagery for this experiment in Fig. 5 again shows rosette-like habits.

Figure 3 is from run 20 (AD1) and appears different to the previous two examples. The run began at \(\text{−23°C}\) and was cooled to \(\text{−32°C}\) over 110 s. In this case it can be seen that at 100 s there is a rapid production of large numbers of particles (panel d). Referring to the asphericity parameter in panel (c) suggests that from 100 s to 150 s the cloud is dominated by water droplets (asphericity values <12). Looking at the concentration of non-spherical particles and CPI concentration (panel d) as well as the particle sizes (panel e) indicates that ice particles were present almost coincidently with the formation of droplets, but not before. This suggests that the dominant ice nucleation mode in this case is an immersion or condensation mechanism and activated about 10% of the aerosol (panel f). Again, CPI imagery for this experiment in Fig. 5 shows rosette-like habits, although the coldest temperature attained during this experiment was only \(\text{−32°C}\), therefore they may be some other type of polycrystal habit. Although it should be noted that habit discrimination using the CPI is difficult for particles of this size.

Figure 4 results from run 31 which is part of the series of warmest runs presented here and uses the Saharan dust sample (SD2). In this case the cooling is from \(\text{−19°C}\) to \(\text{−26°C}\) in 280 s. Panel (e) shows the growth of particles starting at 40 s into the run. Panel (c) suggests that water droplets are present throughout the run until 470 s. One unusual aspect of this series of runs is that the droplet concentration shows a peak near the beginning of the run and then falls to a plateau later. Comparison with the Welas instrument (Möhler et al., 2005) suggests that the SID is not seeing a large fraction of the water droplets. One suggestion for this discrepancy is that some water droplets are evaporating at these warm temperatures as they travel down the SID sample tube from the AIDA chamber. Nevertheless, we still observe that ice is formed at the same time as the droplets. Evidence for this comes from the CPI imagery which shows low concentrations of ice particles. In this series of experiments (30, 31, 32), the aerosol concentrations were not available. Instead we used the peak droplet concentration from the Welas probe as experiments 18–21 showed that all of the aerosol became activated under the forcing conditions applied. CPI imagery in Fig. 5 for this experiment appears to show the coexistence of large droplets with irregular shaped ice crystals. A high resolution image of the particle shown in the 480–600 s 52–87 \(\mu\text{m}\) panel suggests that this is a two crystal aggregate.

5.2 Synthesis

As mentioned above we have identified when the activated fraction of aerosol exceeded 0.5% and 8%. In practice, it was found that this choice of thresholds readily located the beginning of both the first and second nucleation event when two events were obvious. The results of this analysis are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 6 indicates the relative humidity and temperature associated with the points exceeding the 0.5% and 8% ice fraction thresholds. Three regions have been identified on the plot. In region I droplets were observed to form at the same time or prior to the formation of ice. Region II contains the primary nucleation events and region III contains the secondary events. Figure 7 shows the maximum fraction activated as a function of the temperature at which 0.5% were first activated.

6 Discussion

The experimental results can be divided into nucleation behavior at temperatures warmer and colder than \(\text{−40°C}\). For temperatures warmer than \(\text{−40°C}\) denoted by region I in Fig. 6, the onset of ice nucleation activating aerosol fractions greater than 0.5% is coincident with the production of water droplets as the chamber reaches water saturation. Thus nucleation occurring in region I is via an immersion, condensation mode or homogeneous freezing for the experiments near \(\text{−40°C}\). Roberts and Hal-
lelt (1968) also observed, using a static diffusion chamber, that mineral dust samples warmer than a critical temperature needed to be brought to water saturation before ice formed. However, in their study, the coldest temperature for which this behavior was observed was −28°C. The maximum activated fraction during the experiment for the region I nucleation events (Fig. 7) climbs by roughly a factor of 10 from 5 to 50% from −20 to −40°C, respectively. The high fractions seen for experiments 35–37 may result from additional ice forming via homogeneous nucleation at around −40°C.

For temperatures colder than −40°C Fig. 1 indicated that dual nucleation events were observed where ice formed at two distinct ice saturation ratios with a hiatus clearly visible in the experiments where the pumping speed was slow enough to provide a low cooling rate. This behavior was observed for both the Asian and Saharan desert dust samples. In Fig. 6, region II represents the primary activation during these experiments and region III marks the secondary nucleation event. In each of these series of experiments (22–25, 26–29, 40–42), the first expansion did not show a clear dual nucleation signature. However, the >0.5% and >8% activations for 22, 26, 40 appear to cluster well with the results from the later experiments in each series. This suggests that if the first runs are carried out at slower pumping speeds then the dual nucleation will become apparent for the first expansion also – not because cooling rate is expected to affect the cooling rate (Möhler et al., 2005), but simply because this allows a longer temporal separation between the nucleation events.

The activation of >0.5% of the aerosol occurs at an ice saturation ratio of 1.1 to 1.3. Archuleta et al. (2005) find that 1% of 200 nm asian mineral dust activates with a ice saturation ratio of ~1.35. For the dust samples used here the mode in the particle size is approximately twice as large and bigger particles were also contained in the sample tested (see Sect. 3). The maximum activated fraction of desert dust following the secondary nucleation event appears constant and in the 20–40% range. The primary nucleation mode typically activated <5% of the aerosol sample before the effects of the secondary mode became important. The ice saturation ratio at which the region II ice nucleation events occurred points to deposition nucleation as the likely formation mechanism. The situation is not so clear for the secondary mode which activates >8% of the aerosol sample at ice saturation ratios between 1.35 and 1.5. These saturation ratios are close to what Zuberi et al. (2002) obtained for dust samples immersed in aqueous droplets ((NH₄)₂SO₄·H₂O, 10–50 µm in size). In this case, no droplets were observed, but Archuleta et al. (2005) suggest that condensation on hydrophillic sites may be important at these temperatures and humidities. Therefore, it is unclear whether the secondary nucleation events (region III) represent a further deposition nucleation mode, or a condensation freezing mode facilitated by the presence of some soluble material on the surface of the aerosol. Future experiments should aim to analyse the ice crystal residuals in order to test these assertions.

The deposition nucleation (region II, activated fraction >0.5%) is only observed at temperatures colder than −40°C and absent from the experiments performed at temperatures warmer than −40°C. This is puzzling as supersaturations with respect to ice of in excess of 20% are attained before the droplets are activated at these warmer temperatures. One possible reason for this difference is that the nucleation rate falls well below a threshold required for the production of sufficient ice crystals to be detected in this experimental setup. Other laboratory experiments using pure minerals (Roberts and Hallett, 1968; Bailey and Hallett, 2002) have shown that deposition nucleation readily occurred at temperatures warmer than −40°C. This difference may be compositional, size related or a result of the SID detection thresholds. The SID samples approximately 1 cm² per second and the results are accumulated over 10s for estimating the activated fraction. This sets a realistic detection limit of ~0.5 cm⁻³. In future experiments we will use higher sampling rates to try and resolve this apparent discrepancy.

Roberts and Hallett (1968) also reported that pre-activation of aerosol leads to ice production at lower saturation ratios. We are unable to comment on this – from examination of the starting aerosol concentration (Table 1) it is likely that all of the ice and hence ice nuclei sediment out during the course of each experiment.

The dual nucleation behavior presented in Figs. 1 and 2 and evident in many of the
experiments performed means that it is difficult to simply assign a bulk mineral dust sample with a nucleation rate. As Archuleta et al. (2005) show, there is at least a size dependence that needs to be taken into account. For this study it is possible that broadness of the size distribution of aerosol used contributes to the presence of the dual nucleation behavior, but it is also possible that mineralogically or chemically or diverse subsets of particles are included in the dust samples tested here. Future work needs to include the capture and analysis of ice crystal residuals that form at different saturation ratios.

7 Conclusions

Two desert dust samples (modular diameter 300–500 nm) from the Sahara and Asia were used in ice nucleation experiments between −20°C and −60°C in the AIDA cloud chamber. Very similar behaviour was observed for both dust samples. We observed dual nucleation events during single expansions at temperatures colder than −40°C. The primary nucleation event is likely to be deposition nucleation, but the secondary event is either a further deposition mode exhibited by particles of different sizes or mineralogical/chemical composition or a condensation mode facilitated by the presence of soluble material on the desert dust. At temperatures warmer than −40°C droplets were formed before and at the same time as ice crystals were formed, presumably via and immersion or condensation ice nucleation mode and no deposition mode was observed. The maximum activated fraction of the desert dust sample forming ice varied from ~5–10% at −20°C to 20–40% at temperatures colder than −40°C.
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Table 1. Ice nucleation exceeding active fraction thresholds of 0.5 and 8%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>Saturation Ratio</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>Saturation Ratio</th>
<th>Max. act. Fraction</th>
<th>Initial aerosol Concentration cm⁻³</th>
<th>Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>AD1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>844</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>892</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>892</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>AD1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>AD1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>AD1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>AD1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>953</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>AD1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>952</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>821</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>907</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>899</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Experiment IN04 29. Panel (a) shows the pressure forcing (green) and temperature change imposed in the AIDA cloud chamber (black). Panel (b) gives the saturation ratio with respect to water (red) and ice (blue) throughout the experiment. Panel (c) is a plot of the SID asphericity parameter, $A_f$, each point represents a single particle measurement. In panel (d) various concentrations are depicted (5-s smoothing): The total SID concentration (black), the concentration of SID particles with $A_f > 12$ (non-spherical particles, green), the concentration of SID particles with “spherical size” $> 3 \mu m$ (red) and the CPI concentration (blue). Panel (e) shows single particle measurements of SID particle “spherical size” and a contour plot of the CPI size distribution (tickmarks indicate “downhill” direction). Panel (f) shows 10-s values of the activated fraction of desert dust (see text). Poisson counting errors are also shown. The solid line is the derived from particle concentrations for which $A_f > 12$ (corrected, see text) and the dotted line is the for particles with sizes greater than 3 $\mu m$. 
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Experiment IN04 24. Panel (a) shows the pressure forcing (green) and temperature change imposed in the AIDA cloud chamber (black). Panel (b) gives the saturation ratio with respect to water (red) and ice (blue) throughout the experiment. Panel (c) is a plot of the SID asphericity parameter, $Af$, each point represents a single particle measurement. In panel (d) various concentrations are depicted (5-s smoothing): The total SID concentration (black), the concentration of SID particles with $Af > 12$ (non-spherical particles, green), the concentration of SID particles with "spherical size" $> 3 \mu m$ (red) and the CPI concentration (blue). Panel (e) shows single particle measurements of SID particle "spherical size" and a contour plot of the CPI size distribution (tickmarks indicate "downhill" direction). Panel (f) shows 10-s values of the activated fraction of desert dust (see text). Poisson counting errors are also shown. The solid line is the derived from particle concentrations for which $Af > 12$ (corrected, see text) and the dotted line is the for particles with sizes greater than $3 \mu m$. 
Fig. 3. Experiment IN04 20. Panel (a) shows the pressure forcing (green) and temperature change imposed in the AIDA cloud chamber (black). Panel (b) gives the saturation ratio with respect to water (red) and ice (blue) throughout the experiment. Panel (c) is a plot of the SID asphericity parameter, $Af$, each point represents a single particle measurement. In panel (d) various concentrations are depicted (5-s smoothing): The total SID concentration (black), the concentration of SID particles with $Af>12$ (non-spherical particles, green), the concentration of SID particles with “spherical size” $>3\mu m$ (red) and the CPI concentration (blue). Panel (e) shows single particle measurements of SID particle “spherical size” and a contour plot of the CPI size distribution (tickmarks indicate “downhill” direction). Panel (f) shows 10-s values of the activated fraction of desert dust (see text). Poisson counting errors are also shown. The solid line is the derived from particle concentrations for which $Af>12$ (corrected, see text) and the dotted line is the for particles with sizes greater than 3$\mu m$. 
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Fig. 4. Experiment IN04 31. Panel (a) shows the pressure forcing (green) and temperature change imposed in the AIDA cloud chamber (black). Panel (b) gives the saturation ratio with respect to water (red) and ice (blue) throughout the experiment. Panel (c) is a plot of the SID asphericity parameter, $Af$, each point represents a single particle measurement. In panel (d) various concentrations are depicted (5-s smoothing): The total SID concentration (black), the concentration of SID particles with $Af > 12$ (non-spherical particles, green), the concentration of SID particles with “spherical size” >3 µm (red) and the CPI concentration (blue). Panel (e) shows single particle measurements of SID particle “spherical size” and a contour plot of the CPI size distribution (tickmarks indicate “downhill” direction). Panel (f) shows 10-s values of the activated fraction of desert dust (see text). Poisson counting errors are also shown. The solid line is the derived from particle concentrations for which $Af > 12$ (corrected, see text) and the dotted line is the for particles with sizes greater than 3 µm.
Fig. 5. Example CPI imagery from the four experiments shown in Figs. 1–4. The x-axis represents time since pumping started and the values on the y-axis indicate the size range of particles considered.

Fig. 6. Plot shows the ice saturation ratio and temperature at which ice nucleation was observed to begin. Open symbols are the results for the Asian desert dust sample (AD1), filled symbols are for the Saharan desert dust sample (SD2). The numbers adjacent to each symbol represent the experiment number (see Table 1). Downward pointing triangles denote when the fraction of aerosol forming ice crystals exceeded 0.5%. Upward pointing triangles denote when the fraction of aerosol forming ice crystals exceeded 8%. Circled symbols indicate when examination of the time series for the experiment clearly showed two distinct nucleation events.
Fig. 7. This plot shows the maximum fraction of aerosol (10-s) activated to form ice as a function of temperature when the fraction exceeded 0.5%. Open symbols are the results for the Asian desert dust sample (AD1), filled symbols are for the Saharan desert dust sample (SD2). The numbers adjacent to each symbol represent the experiment number (see Table 1). Circles represent experiments where only a single nucleation event was observed. The triangles and squares represent experiments where two nucleation modes were observed during a single experiment. The dotted line nominally divides the nucleation events into immersion and deposition modes (see text). Circled symbols indicate when examination of the time series for the experiment clearly showed two distinct nucleation events.